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Mat Mchugh - By The Sea

                            tom:
                Cm

            [Primeira Parte]

Cm                       Gm
But if all we do is keep wasting time
        Ab                                 Gm         F
What if all the time we're wasting runs of leaving us behind?
Cm                          Gm
What if all we thought we'd never know
       Ab                           Gm                F
Wasn't worth us even knowing, isn't worth not letting go?

[Refrão]

        Eb
What if we lie
             Bb
Down by the ocean, by the sea?
           Fm
What if we die
      Ab               Bb
Every night be come on in?
        Eb
What if we wake
          Bb
And every day could be brand new?
        F
What if we take
           Ab                Bb               Eb
What if we take a chance we both could be new too?

[Segunda Parte]

Cm                        Gm
But if all my heart keeps murdering
        Ab                              Gm                 F
What if all the good intentions in this world don't mean a
thing?
Cm                       Gm
What if we were perfect, would you know?
        Ab                                  Gm
Bb
What if we were worth it would you walk, or would you tell me
so?

[Refrão]

        Eb
What if we lie
             Bb
Down by the ocean, by the sea?
           Fm
What if we die
      Ab               Bb
Every night be come on in?
        Eb
What if we wake
          Bb
And every day could be brand new?
        F
What if we take
           Ab                Bb               Eb    Bb
What if we take a chance we both could be new too?

[Ponte]

F            Ab

There's no escape
F             Ab
From where we came from
F           Ab
No place to wait
F          Ab
For better days to come and
Bb               Eb  Bb
Wash us all away
( Cm  Gm  Abm  Gm  F )
( Cm  Gm  Abm  Gm  F )

[Refrão]

        Eb
What if we lie
             Bb
Down by the ocean, by the sea?
           Fm
What if we die
      Ab               Bb
Every night be come on in?
        Eb
What if we wake
          Bb
And every day could be brand new?
        F
What if we take
           Ab                Bb               Eb
What if we take a chance we both could be new too?

( Eb  Bb  Fm  Ab  Bb )
( Eb  Bb  Fm  Ab  Bb )

       Eb
And we step,and we shake, and we emm, and we break
       Bb
We destroy, and we make, all the chances, we take
       F
And we caught, and we go, and we do, and we don't
       Ab
And we will, and we won't
     Bb
Ever know what to know

       Eb
And we sip, and we laugh, and we drink, and we cry
        Bb
When impress on the mouth,on the dress over time
       F
On the mark getting up, on resolve of the dump
      Ab                Bb
Is it wishing love will find?

      Eb
I suppose, up alone, going fast, being slow
       Bb
On the sea, in the sky, through the cracks in the road
            F
Through the wall, on the hall, where the curtains will crawl
       Ab                      Bb
In the blink of an eye, in the spring it will fall

       Eb
But it won't ever leave,on the way,on the breeze
       Bb
Like a sigh in the seers,falling new from the trees
       F
Like a break in a wave, or a light in a cave
       Ab            Bb          Eb
Like a broken summertime... Lonely
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